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A b s t r a c t . The essence of the concept “transfer potential” 

is considered in the article. This concept is interpreted as a set 

of business opportunities on storage conditions of transfer and 

transmission business partners asset management experience, 

information, etc. during innovation development programs. At-

tention is paid also to the logic of building evaluation method 

transfer potential with using of the set theory.

K e y  w o r d s : transfer, innovation potential, proÞ tability, 

Þ nancial stability.

INTRODUCTION

Despite a multitude of patterns of successful enter-

prise functioning in the framework of innovative struc-

tures the theoretical substantiation and methodology of 

formation and realization of the transfer potential of the 

innovative enterprises development, particularly those 

intending to launch a new or join an existing innovative 

structure, need further investigation. Today, the issues of 

transfer potential formation and realization have not been 

formalized as yet which, in most cases, is the reason for 

a high riskiness of transfer relations formation, difÞ culty 

in raising Þ nancial resources, irrational managerial ef-

forts in Þ nding and employing increase reserves as well 

as an increase in the transfer potential realization level of 

an innovative enterprise. Current theoretical, methodo-

logical and applied outcomes in the Þ eld of technologies 

transfer, innovative products, Þ nancial resources etc. are 

characterized by fragmentariness, non-systematic notions 

about causal and consequential relationships in the for-

mation and application of industrial enterprises transfer 

potential which, in its turn, demands the elaboration of 

methodological, conceptual, and applied propositions as 

to formation and application of the transfer potential of 

the innovative enterprise development.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

With no exception, all economic activity entities are 

participants of transfer1 relations (Fig.1). 
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Fig. 1. An industrial enterprise as a transfer relations participant

Notes: conventional designations: P1, P2,…,Pn – structural sub-

divisions of an industrial enterprise; b1, b2,… - business partners, 

complete products consumers included; O1,O2…On – bodies of local 

authorities.

A great many of input and output information ß ows, 

Þ nancial and material resources, complete products and 

technologies is the permanent subject of coordination of 

organizations’ economic interests. Today, there is a great 
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1 Transfer (Latin transfer– move from one place, job, position etc.) the term usually identiÞ ed with the process of transferring certain 

assets, skills, knowledge etc. from one economic activity entity to another both at charge and free of charge.
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amount of transfer systems which enable legitimate, safe, 

economically beneÞ cial interaction of economic activ-

ity entities. Nevertheless, there is some evidence that 

the availability of these systems and the information on 

them is a necessary but not a sufÞ cient condition of an 

innovative development of organizations [2-4, 6, 8, 18, 

19]. The major factors hindering an innovative develop-

ment of enterprises and limiting their interaction with 

other economic activity entities result from a low level 

of the transfer potential of the innovative enterprise de-

velopment (TPIED)2. 

The lack of the systemic theoretically grounded prop-

ositions and methodological instruments of its formation 

and application results in an underdeveloped market of 

innovative products and technologies. The rate of innova-

tion commercializing by domestic enterprises is dozens 

times slower than that in the developed countries. Accord-

ing to the ofÞ cial statistics, no more than 11 percent of 

industrial enterprises implement innovations in Ukraine, 

at 60-80 percent in the USA, EU and Japan.

In recent years, alternative sources have provided 

information on the availability of the innovative potential 

of industrial enterprises as well as the level of their in-

novative development. The methods of estimating these 

parameters differ critically [1, 5, 9, 13]. To avoid sub-

jectivity and fragmentariness at the innovation potential 

estimation as well as to promote the innovation devel-

opment of domestic industrial enterprises, the indices 

adopted to the input and output data of the EU research 

& innovation scoreboard, particularly those concerning 

the micro-level, have been employed. The computation of 

these indices demonstrated that among the total amount 

of enterprises under investigation the three groups of en-

terprises can be formed. The enterprises with a high level 

of both innovation potential and innovation development 

belong to the Þ rst group (Kredmash Public Company, 

Peretvoryuvach /Transformer/ Public Company, R&D 

Institute; MATS Concern Private Company, Motor Sich 

Public Company, INTER PET LLC, Mining Engines Pri-

vate Company). The second group was made up of the 

enterprises with a high level of innovative potential but 

a low level of innovation development. Here belong ViAZ 

State enterprise, Electron LLC, Lutsk Automobile Plant 

Public Company, Lutsk Bearing Plant Public Company. 

The third group covers the enterprises with low levels 

of both innovation potential and innovation develop-

ment. These are Lviv Locomotive Repair Plant Public 

Company, Drohobych Automobile Cranes Plant Public 

Company, Genichesk Machine Building Plant Public 

company, HalytskyAutoPlant Public Company.

The Þ rst and the second groups of the identiÞ ed 

enterprises are of major interest. Since the enterprises 

with relatively similar levels of innovation potential are 

characterized by different levels of innovation develop-

ment it is obvious that the traditional parameters of the 

innovation potential estimation may be, as a rule, non-

sufÞ cient and narrow.

Taking the above into consideration, the industrial 

enterprises have been analyzed according to their transfer 

potential for an innovative development. This has been 

preceded by TPIED parameterization considering the 

following features: transfer objects; means and terms 

of transfer. The multitude of these parameters can be 

formally presented in the following way [13,15]:
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where: 
n

t
P∪  multitude of indexes characterizing 

TPIED, parts of a unity; n – the total number of indexes 

characterizing TPIED; 
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∪  – multitude of indexes charac-

terizing the transfer possibilities of the internal enterprise 

setting, parts of a unity; i – a feature to estimate the 

transfer possibilities of the internal enterprise setting; 
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∪  – multitude of indexes characterizing the transfer 

possibilities of the external enterprise setting, parts of 

a unity; j – a feature to estimate the transfer possibilities 

of the external enterprise setting.

As shown above, it has been suggested to compute 

TPIED on the basis of internal and external transfer 

possibilities identiÞ cation. Internal enterprise transfer 

possibilities reß ect the indices: transfer objects diversi-

Þ cation; communication support of transfer; a guarantee 

of private property rights to transfer objects; transfer pat-

terns diversiÞ cation. It is reasonable to estimate transfer 

possibilities of external enterprise setting by means of 

indices of: transfer activity of off-shore structures, local 

innovation structures, venture Þ nancial organizations; 

diversiÞ cation of Þ nancial resources transfer systems; 

development of advertising-searching transfer systems 

as well research-technological cooperation; the depend-

ence of innovation commercialization on the intellectual 

property rights transfer.

A cluster analysis of the aggregate of the enterprises 

under investigation was carried out as based on the com-

putation of the TPIED indices as well as the identiÞ ed 

level of innovative development. The results obtained are 

shown in Fig.2 [13,15]. Two groups of the enterprises are 

2 TPIED is the aggregate of possibilities of accumulation, on the transfer terms, intellectual property rights, technologies, innovative 

products, Þ nancial and other resources as well as transferring them to consumers, business partners, bodies of local authorities etc. in the 

framework of the realization of innovation development programs.
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presented. One of them is characterized by high levels 

of transfer potential and innovative development. The 

enterprises with low levels of transfer potential and in-

novative development belong to the second group. The 

consideration of the fact that the innovative potential of 

both groups is identical makes it possible to claim that the 

level of the enterprises’ innovative development depends 

linearly on the level of their transfer potential.
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Fig. 2. Constructed clusters

Notes: clusters have been constructed by means of a sphere me-

thod formalized by clast_iomorph_trek applied program. Conventional 

designations: 1)Kredmash Public Company – IED level (0,9),TPIED 

level (0,98); 2)Peretvoryuvach/Transformer Public Company, R&D 

Institute – IED level (0,62), TPIED level (0,74); 3)MATS Concern 

Private Company – IEDlevel (0,87), TPIED level (0,59);4)Motor Sich 

Public Company - IED level (0,59), TPIED level (0,96); 5) InterPe-

tLLC – IED level (0,73), TPIED level (0,69); 6) Mining Engines Pri-

vate Company –IED level (0,52), TPIED level (0,72); 7) Iveko Motor 

SichLLC – IED level (0,56), TPIED level (0,62); 8) ViAZ State enter-

prise – IED level (0,29), TPIED level (0,12); 9) Electron LLC – IED 

level (0,36), TPIRD level (0,46); 10)Lutsk Automobile Plant Public 

Company – IED level (0,29), TPIED level (0,35); 11) Lutsk Bearing 

Plant Public Company – IED level (0,12), TPIED level (0,29); 12) 

Lviv Locomotive Repair Plant Public Company – IED level (0,12), 

TPIED level (0,44); 13) Drohobych Automobile Cranes Plant Public 

Company – IED level (0,38), TPIED level (0,32); 14) Genichesk Ma-

chine Building Plant Public company – IED level (0,48), TPIED le-

vel (0,11); 15) HalytskyAutoPlantPublic Company – IED level (0,48), 

TPIED level (0,47).

The conducted research proved that in the process of 

TPIED formation and application there may arise some 

contradictions (liquidity insurance and proÞ tableness of 

the entities of the innovation development when the expan-

sion of their sources of Þ nancing needed; minimization 

of the expenditures on the innovation activity aimed at 

employees’ motivation increase and information support 

improvement; retaining the private property right of the 

enterprise as well as its solvency insurance when the 

activity expansion demanded; maximization of the total 

volume of production and sales when the minimization 

of expenditures on products or technologies modiÞ cation 

demanded as well as the possibilities to maneuver a proÞ t 

share are limited. Their critical analysis demonstrated that 

all the indices characterizing the above contradictions 

are constituent elements of the Þ nancial stability of the 

enterprise and investment proÞ tability directed into the in-

novative enterprise development. These parameters have 

been proved to be crucial for the development of transfer 

relations between enterprises. The essential dependence of 

TPIED on Þ nancial stability and investment proÞ tability 

put into the innovative enterprise development has been 

grounded by statistical observation during 2007-2011 as 

well as by computation of the linear correlation index 

(0,9966). The indices of Þ nancial stability and investment 

proÞ tability put into the innovative enterprise develop-

ment can be formalized as shown below [13, 15]:
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where: 
z

n

fE∪  multitude of the indices characterizing 

Þ nancial stability and innovation proÞ tability put into the 

innovative enterprise development, parts of a unity; 
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– multitude of the indices characterizing the Þ nancial sta-

bility of the enterprise, parts of a unity; ( , ),
iy vb yF f O K=  

where: 
vb

 – balance currency circulation, parts of a unity; 

y
 – index of the enterprise solvency, parts of a unity; 

E
i
 – investment proÞ tability put into the innovative en-

terprise development.

The following formula was suggested to estimate the 

investment proÞ tability, put into the innovative enterprise 

development [13-15]:
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where: E
i
 – investment proÞ tability put into the in-

novative enterprise development, parts of a unity; W
p
 

– enterprise assets increase as a result of the realiza-

tion of investments, hryvnyas; R
n
 – index of deviation 

risk at some level of enterprise investment attractive-

ness (calculated on the basis of the identiÞ cation level 

of information completeness, timeliness and objectivity 

used by the entities of the investment activity), parts of 

a unity; W
k
 – expenditures on accumulation resources for 

investment realization, hryvnyas; C
V
 – index of variation 

expenditures on investment realization, parts of a unity; 

P – volume of invested costs, hryvnyas.

The lack of the aimed impact on TPIED results in the 

irrational realization of their functions and inefÞ ciency. 

When planning and organizing the TPIED, motivating 

creative search and innovation realization, controlling 

and regulating the TPIED level, enterprises are able to 

achieve the set goals on the basis of rational and creative 

application of their own and drawn resources, innovative 

products and technologies.

TPIED control has an information basis, i.e. it is 

based on the accumulation, procession and application 

of the data on TPIED indices value changes and factors 

affecting them. Achieving the expected values may cause 

some contradictions. As a result, getting the expected 

values of some indices managers obtain worse values of 

other indices. This complicates the innovative develop-
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ment program realization and increases the riskiness of 

TPIED formation and application. The counteraction 

to these contradictions by means of applying conven-

tional managerial strategies does not provide positive 

results. TPIED control demands applying the priorities 

diversiÞ cation strategy which resists the contradictions 

following the TPIED formation and application and 

promotes expected positive indices changes. The pri-

orities diversiÞ cation strategy should be considered as 

a functional strategy which is a component of a higher 

order strategy. Thus, such strategies are to be elaborated 

on the decomposition basis. The formation of a new or 

choosing an existing strategy from a number of alterna-

tive ones is to consider internal and external enterprise 

setting factors having an effect on TPIED. These factors, 

in spite of their certain autonomy, are interrelated. Thus, 

on the one hand, setting TPIED goals as an internal 

setting factor is inß uenced by the tendencies on local, 

regional and world markets, conjuncture, a competi-

tion level etc. On the other hand, market segmentation, 

the level of demand for a certain product and its price 

depend on such internal setting factors as the maturity 

of heuristic managerial systems, the ability of activity 

entities to develop creative ideas and commercialize 

innovations promptly adapting communicative, intellec-

tual and other possibilities to the needs and possibilities 

of consumers and business partners etc. Therefore, the 

elaboration of TPIED priorities diversiÞ cation strategy 

is to consider the interrelations of TPIED internal and 

external setting factors as well as innovation process 

phases of the innovative enterprise development pro-

gram. As a result of the research conducted it is claimed 

that the innovative development programs at different 

phases of the innovative process are characterized by 

different priorities. Thus, at the stage of conducting 

R&D and research-construction activities the priority is 

given to their loss-free. At the stage of manufacturing 

and consuming the priority is given to the maximiza-

tion of proÞ tability, at the stage of innovation products 

improvement and modiÞ cation – a longer life of an 

innovation product.

The consideration of this feature may promote the ac-

celeration of the invested costs compensation, the decrease 

in the riskiness of the resources portfolio formation, the 

timeliness of identifying TPIED level increase resources 

and the rationality of making managerial decisions on 

their application,

Table 1 shows the outcomes of the change of trans-

fer potential and innovative development levels at the 

analyzed enterprises as a result of the realization of the 

TPIED priorities differentiation strategy.

Thus, the realization of the actions foreseen by the 

TPIED priorities differentiation strategy in the cross-

section of each phase of the innovative process during 

2007-2011 provided an additional TPIED level increase 

which had a positive effect on the IED level increase.

CONCLUSIONS

The application of the priorities differentiation strat-

egy of TPIED realization belongs to the class of under-

formalized tasks. The reason is the amount of assumptions 

of the prospective state of the external setting and uncer-

tainty of the state of the innovative development program 

realization. To sum up, to achieve the TPIED goals in the 

structure of the integrated enterprise managerial system 

it is necessary to set up a local sub-system of information 

support of the innovative development management. The 

realization of this task is the most rational on the basis 

of making decision support systems. But, despite some 

advantages of these systems, the best results are achieved 

in the dialogue mode between users and the system. The 

increase in costs of their total automation is irrelevant. 

The optimal variant is the realization of measures related 

with professional training of managers who are good at 

modern information technologies, methods and patterns 

employed in the decision making systems since it enables 

the control entities to correlate algorithms and terms of 

application set in them. Such an appr oach will promote 

the optimization of expenditures on management systems 

formation and TPIED indices.

Ta b l e  1 .  Outcomes of the change of TPIED and IED levels resulting from the realization of TPIED priorities differentia-

tion strategy

Enterprises

Increase of TPIED and IED 

levels in the reported period as

TPIED IED

Kredmash Public company 0,01 0,06

MATS Concern LLC 0,05 0,02

Peretvoryuvach (Transformer) R&D Institute Public Company 0,03 0,08

Element-peretvoryuvachLLC 0,07 0,04

ElectronLLC 0,02 0,02

ViAZ State enterprise 0,03 0,08

Lviv Locomotive PlantPublic Company 0,04 0,07
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